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By Neil KimbalL

             are the Dream SheEp – the sheEp that 
people count in order to drift ofF to    dreamland! 

Each time you     jump    the fence, you help 
evEryone falL asleEp easier. But beware the 

Nightmares that haunt ThesE dreams and threaten 
a rude awAkeniNg! 

Play Your cards right, use your ZzZs on the 
sweEtest dreams, and prove you are the dreamiest 

sheEp of alL!

You

A Game for 1- 4 Players
Ages 10 and Up



Setup

Contents

1 Game Board
1 WoOden Fence Token 
1 Scoreboard
1 First SheEp Token

4 Sets of Player ComponeNts
– 1 SheEp Token
– 1 Wink Token
– 1 PilLow Token
– 10 ZzZ Tokens

1 Nightmare Token
1 Web Token
30 Dream Tiles
50 SheEp Cards

30 Nightmare Cards
3 Nightmare RefErence Cards
2 pilLow RefErence tiles
1 RuleboOk

Your copy of Sheepy Time should include the following. If it does not, visit 
https://alderac.com/customer-service for assistance.

4. Decide which Nightmare to use this 
game. For your first game, it is 
recommended that the players use the 
Nightmare Wolf. In subsequent games, 
the Nightmare can be mutually agreed 
upon or determined randomly. Set the 
Reference card for the chosen 
Nightmare near the Scoreboard. Place 
the Nightmare token in the center of 
the Game board.

5. Form the deck for the game by 
shuffling together all of the chosen 
Nightmare’s cards with the Sheep 
cards, removing any cards intended for 
a higher number of players. For a 
2-player game, use only cards marked 
with a “2” (in the upper-right corner), 
for a 3-player game, use “2” and “3” 
cards. For a 4-player game, all Sheep 
cards are used.

6. Shuffle the 30 Dream tiles and place 
them in a stack face-down near the 
Scoreboard. Reveal the top Dream tile 
and place it on space 5 of the Game 
board; reveal the next tile and place it 
on space 10. Then reveal 4 additional 
Dream tiles and place them near the 
Scoreboard to create the Dream tile 
market.

7. Whoever went to sleep the earliest last 
night becomes the first player. Give 
that player the First Sheep token. You 
are ready to begin! 

1. Place the Game board in the center of the 
table within easy reach of all players. Place 
the Fence in the Game board between the  
10 and 1 spaces. 

2. Place the Scoreboard near the Game board.  
Find the Pillow Reference tile that 
corresponds to the number of players in the 
game and place it above the Scoreboard.

3. Each player chooses a color and collects all 
game pieces of that color (1 Sheep token, 
1 Wink token (  ), 1 Pillow token (  ), 10 
Zzz tokens ( ). All players then place their 
Sheep token in front of them, their  on 
space 0 on the Scoreboard, and their p on 
space 40 on the Scoreboard.
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Racing phase

Symbols
Sheepy Time uses some symbols to refer to different game elements. Keep an eye out for 
these symbols on your journeys!

Gameplay

Zzz’s In�nite Zzz’s Winks Pillow

nOTE:
Whenever a player draws a Nightmare card for any reason (including at the 
start of the Racing Phase), they MUST immediately reveal it and resolve the 
instructions on the card. If multiple players have drawn Nightmare cards at 
the start of the phase, these cards are resolved in turn order, with each player 
resolving all Nightmares until their hand contains 2 Sheep cards (see page 8). 

Players take turns in order, starting with the player with the First Sheep Token and continuing clockwise. Each turn 
consists of 4 steps:

nOTE:
Some cards say “AND”, requiring the player 
to take both actions, while others say “OR,” 
requiring a player to choose between 
moving their Sheep token or the other effect 
listed on the card.

WATCH YOUR STEP!
If a player moves the number of 
spaces indicated on their card, and 
lands on a space with the Nightmare 
token, they will IMMEDIATELY 
become Scared (see “Nightmare & 
Becoming Scared”, page 8-9). 
Anything occurring after movement 
(Using a Dream tile on that space, 
crossing the Fence, etc) happens 
after the Nightmare Scares a player.

Use
Dream Tiles

Resolve
Fence Crossing Draw

Cards

Turn Structure

Play
a Card

Play a Card
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Beware!!
If the effect of a Dream tile causes 
a player to land on a space with 
the Nightmare token, they will 
IMMEDIATELY become Scared 
(see “Nightmare & Becoming 
Scared”, page 8-9). Anything 
occurring after movement (Using 
a Dream tile, crossing the Fence, 
etc) happens after the Nightmare 
Scares a player.

1. The Yellow Sheep plays a card and chooses to move 
3 spaces with it.

Use Dream Tiles

EXAMPLE

Resolve Fence Crossing

nOTE:
A player may only Call It A Night 
immediately after crossing the 
Fence. If they choose to continue, 
they will not be able to Call It A 
Night until they complete another 
lap around the Game board and 
cross the Fence again.

EXAMPLE
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Draw Card

The Nightmare can be scary, so be careful!

Whenever a player draws a Nightmare card for any reason (including at the start of the Racing Phase), 
they MUST immediately reveal it and resolve the instructions on the card. The most common instruction 
is to move the Nightmare.

There are 2 different types of movement that Nightmares may make:

1. MOVE
When a card instructs the Nightmare to MOVE, The Nightmare token moves the same way as a 
Sheep, but does not use Dream tiles.

If a Nightmare moves ONTO a player’s space during ANY part of its movement, that player becomes 
Scared and must lay their Sheep token on its side to mark this.

2. JUMP
When a card instructs the Nightmare to JUMP,  it does not move onto or through any spaces in 
between its current space and its destination (the space that it is instructed to jump to). Only 
players who are in the exact space that the Nightmare jumps to will become Scared. Players in 
the spaces between the original space and the jump destination are not affected.

Once the above steps are complete, if the active 
player did not Call It A Night during step 3, they draw 
cards from the deck until they have 2 cards in hand. 
Players who Call It A Night do not draw cards for the 
remainder of the round. Usually, this step causes a 
player to draw 1 card, but due to the effects of certain 
Dream tiles, it is possible for a player to have no cards 
in hand. If this is the case, the player will draw 2 cards instead.

If a player draws a Nightmare card, they MUST reveal and resolve the instructions on it. Then they continue drawing 
until they have 2 Sheep cards (Non-Nightmare cards) in hand.  Once the player has drawn for the turn, they 
announce that their turn is over and play passes to the next player in turn order.

“I neEd to crosS the fence agAin before the Nightmare does!”

If the active player is the only Sheep currently 
playing in the Racing Phase (because all other 
Sheep have either Woken Up or Called It A 
Night), they must reveal the top card of the deck 
before drawing their cards for the turn. If the 
revealed card is a Nightmare card, the 
instructions on the card are resolved and the 
card is discarded and a new card is drawn. 
Otherwise, the player simply discards that card 
with no effect, and continues to draw as normal.

Nightmare & Becoming Scared  

The Blue Sheep draws this Nightmare card, 
which moves the Nightmare 1 space 
forward! Because it moves on the Blue 
Sheep’s space, they become Scared and 
knock their Sheep token over.

nOTE:
A player becomes Scared if they end their movement directly 
on the same space as the Nightmare. However, a player may 
move past a Nightmare without becoming Scared!

EXAMPLE
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End of Round & Winning



Name

Tile Ability

Placement Bonus

Dream Tile Anatomy

Re�ing phase

orAdd a new Dream tile
to the board



Turns Example Solo Rules

9 or Less Points: Restless Sleeper…

10-19 Points: Solid Snooze.

20-29 Points: Amazing Dreaming!

30 or more Points: The Dreamiest Sheep!!!
wake up = 0
5         = 1

wake up = 0
5         = 1

Setup

Racing Phase

End of Round & Winning

Resting Phase

Solo Scoring
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Move Backward 1 space.
Move Backward 1 space.

Dream tile Clarifactions

“Ho
w do thesE work a g A in?”
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Design: Neil Kimball

Director of projects: Nicolas Bongiu

Production: David Lepore
Development lead: Josh Wood

Neil Kimball is a game designer and developer based in Los Angeles, CA. It has 
been a dream come true working with AEG on this game.

Thanks to John Zinser and Josh Wood for believing in this vision for cute sheep.

A big thanks to Taylor Shuss for being a good friend and enthusiastic playtester 
every step of the way.

Thank you to Neil’s family for supporting him and raising him knowing games are a 
wonderful way to connect and show love.

And most of all thank you to his incredible wife Lila for being his first playtester 
and biggest fan.

Thank you to the playtesters:
Lila Scott, Ian Rickett, Mitchell Golden, Taylor Shuss, Rob Watson, 
Steve #3 Ehrensperger, Chris Lawrence, Ben Tully, B.D. Flory, Kevin Scull, 
Tyler Stratton, John D. Clair, John Zinser, Mark Wootton, John Goodenough, 
Vlad Orellana, Kaz Nyborg-Andersen, David Lepore, Kyle Nunn, Todd Rowland, 
Nicolas Bongiu, Ryan Dancey, Luke Peterschmidt, Eric Andersson Sundén, 
Martin Bonnevier Kronlid, John Wright, Matt Jenkins, James Speck, John Bruno, 
Manolis Trahiotis, Jason Levine, Mike Trias, Jackson Rowland, Tyler Rowland, 
and Abby Kate Rowland, and all the others who played this game.
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“Th
esE are some dreamy people!” 


